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A conjugacy class in the infinite-symmetric group is said to have parity features
if no tinitary  odd permutation is a product of two of its members. The conjugacy
classes having parity features are determined. The role played by a property of this
kind in determining products of conjugacy classes in any group in which every
element is conjugate with its inverse is studied.
A. BACKGROUND AND RESULTS
(1) We shall assume through this paper that A is an infinite set, unless
specified otherwise. The normal subgroups of the symmetric group S, of all
permutations of A were determined by Schreier and Ulam ([ 141,  for
countable A) and by Baer ([  11, for arbitrary A). They form a chain,
consisting of the subgroups S; of permutations moving less than &,
elements, the alternating group alt,-a subgroup of index 2 of the group of
finitary  permutations S&and the trivial group { lA}.
(2) One consequence is that if A is countable, no proper normal
subgroup of S,  contains a permutation moving infinitely many elements.
Now S, (as well as its normal subgroups) satisfies the group-theoretical con-
dition:
Every element is conjugate to its inverse. (1)
Hence, the normal subgroup generated by any permutation coincides with
the set of all finite products of its conjugates. Thus, denoting by [<I the
conjugacy class (COC) of { in S,,  we conclude that if A is countable and c
moves infinitely many elements, then S, = (Jncr,,  [<I”,  where FJ = { 1, 2, 3,...}
is the set of positive integers. The same is true for arbitrary A if < moves ]A ]
elements, where ]A ] denotes the cardinality of A. This was strengthened by
Bertram  [3]  (extended to uncountable cardinalities by Droste and Giibel [ 7]),
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who showed that actually S, = [<I”  if c moves I.4  1 elements. Moreover, 3
may not replace 4 here ([ 111 and independently [ 71).
(3) There are, however, some permutations <E S, satisfying
[r]*=S,. Atten ion to those classes was first drawn following Ore’s prooft’
[ 131 that every c E S,  is a commutator. By virtue of (I) again, c E S, is a
commutator if and only if c = <v,  where r and q are conjugate, and so Ore’s
theorem states that S, = U X2, where X varies over all COCs.  Gray [lo]
showed that actually S, = Xi,  where X0  is some fixed COC. Plenty of
COCs  satisfying this identity were subsequently found, all move, of course,
IA 1 elements [3,  6-8, 1 I].
The condition that < moves IA / elements in itself is not sufficient for
[t]‘=S,.’  In [2]  h f 11t e o owing counter example to this effect (due to M. A.
Perles) is given: Let 4 be a complete cycle on a countable set A (e.g., A = the
set of integers, T(m)  = m + 1). Then [r]*  contains no finitary  odd
permutation, but includes alt, .
Similar parity restrictions on the square of a COC were noted in [ 11 J,
where the products of COCs  of involutions in an arbitrary symmetric group
are determined. Thus, for instance, if a, is an involution with no fixed points,
then [p]  * is the set of the so-called nicely even permutations; i.e., r E [PI*  if
and only if < has an even number of orbits of cardinality n for each
n E N ’ = N U (No}  (every infinite cardinal is considered an even cardinal).
In particular, [p]’  contains finitary permutations, all of which are even (but
not all of alt,d).
(4) The acquaintance with all products of two involution classes
provides us with some other COCs satisfying X2  = S, , as well as other pairs
of COCs  whose product obeys a parity restriction. Thus, e.g., if IA / > & and
v, is any involution that fixes infinitely many points, but moves IA I points
then [p]’  = S, (if (A / = No, no involution p satisfies [p]’  = S, ; [ 10,2.10;
11, Corollary 2.51). On the other hand, COCs  of involutions fixing finitely
many points never satisfy X2  = S,. In fact, the product of two such classes
may contain no tinitary permutations. This is the case if one COC fixes an
odd number of points, while the other fixes an even number of points. In this
case, any permutation in the product must have an infinite orbit [ 11,
Corollary 2.31.  If, however, v, and v are involutions fixing i and j points,
respectively, where i, j are finite and i - j = 2k, k E Z, then [rp]  . [w]
contains finitary permutations, all of one parity; namely, all of them are even
or all of them ar odd, accordingly as k is an even or an odd integer.
(5) Similar parity phenomena were noted [6,  121 for the family M of
’ This was already noted by Gray. In fact, he shows in [ IO]: Theorem 2.10: A complete
cycle is not a product of two conjugate involutions, Theorem 2. I 1: A transposition is not a
product of two conjugate permutations, all of whose orbits have finite-odd length. We are
grateful to the referee for this reference.
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manic  permutations of a countable set A-i.e., permutations having an orbit
with finite complement. The product of any two manic  COCs contains
tinitary permutations, but it never contains two Iinitary permutations of
different parity. Moreover, a parity b(r) E B, = (0,  1) can be associated with
each manic  <, so that J!  is a class-function, i.e., [{I = [q]  implies B(r)  = p^(q)
and whenever 8 = t;r holds, where 6’ is Iinitary and <, r7 are manic,  we have
p(e) = m) i m. (1)
Here, p(B) = 0 if 0 E alt, , p(0)  = 1 if 0 E Sz\alt,, , and 0 4 0 = 1 $ 1 = 0,
0 4 1 = 1 $0 = 1. The parity class-function p  ^ is not unique: letting p’(c)  =
p^(<) $ 1, one obtains another class-function on iVf, satisfying (1); and fi and
p’ are the only such functions (as follows from Theorem 2a).
(6) The object of this paper is to study such parity restrictions on
products of COCs  in S, in general. Let us say that a set W s S, has distinct
parity (dp) if IV”  = Wf? S; # 0,  and either v c alt, or else
IV’ f? alt, = 0.  The only COCs  having dp are the linitary ones, and their
product also has dp. Our concern here is with nontinitary pairs of COCs,
whose product might have dp (recall that since & and $! are conjugate, the
product of COCs  is commutative). Here, in order, are four problems
provoked by the discussion in the previous paragraphs (X, Y, Z denote
COCs):
(P 1) When is (X . Y) n Sz nonempty?
(P2) When does X . Y have distinct parity?
(P3) Can X . Y have dp while (X . Z) n S: # 0,  but A’. Z has no dp?
(P4) Let W be a union of COCs,  such that [r] . is] has dp whenever
4, rl E W. Can one assign parity c(r) to r E W,  so that 6 is a class-function,
and p(&)  =$(<) $ p^(q)  whenever <, r7 E W and (~7 E Sz?
(7) Part of the argument involved in answering these problems is
purely group theoretical, and can be given in a wider context. We say that a
group G is an R-group if G satisfies (I), i.e.,
The class of R-groups is closed under homomorphism, and includes,
beside the symmetric groups many other important groups, including all
bireflectional groups [ 91. Finite R-groups, for which Theorems 1 and 2 are
valid, were studied by Berggren 14, 5 1 .
THEOREM 1. Let G be an R-group, and let H be a normal subgroup of
G. Define a relation eH on G by c -w q zfl ([cl . [ ~1) n H # 0, where [C] =
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{(-‘t;r:  (E G} is the conjugacy class of r. Then E,,, is an equivalence relation
on G; and [<I  . H = H . [r] is the =,-equivalence class containing r.
Let us write r =” q iff ([{I . [q])  n 5’: # 0.  It follows from Theorem 1 that
=” is an equivalence relation on S,, and we know that (Pl)  is concerned
with the equivalence relation =0 on S,.
Let us specify Theorem 1 to this context:
THEOREM la. Define a relation E,, on S, by <-O  n zz  ([<I . [n]) n
Si # 0. Then -O is an equivalence relation on S, , and [<I  . Si = S: . [<]  is
the =,-equivalence class of l.
As an example (see [ 12]), if 6 is a complete cycle on a countable set A,
then [<I + S: is the set of all manic  permutations. Our next theorem
generalizes the parity phenomena discovered for manic  permutations. The
following condition, involving a group G and its subgroup H plays an
essential role in it:
Every COC of H is also a COC of G. (11)
Obviously, (II) implies that H is a normal subgroup of G, as is every normal
subgroup of H; and that if G is an R-group, such is also H. Any pair of
groups HE G in the chain of normal subgroups of S,  satisfies (II).
Before stating Theorem 2, let us note that a commutative R-group-hence,
a commutative homomorph of an R-group-must be a direct sum of copies
of the two-element group Z,. Indeed, in such a group V, written additively,
we have v + v = 0, and so it forms a vector space over the two-element field.
The existence of a Hamel base to V (which requires the axiom of choice!)
implies that V is (isomorphic to) a direct sum of copies of E,.
THEOREM 2. Let G be an R-group, and let H be a subgroup of G
satisfying (II). Let p be a homomorphism of H onto an additively written
commutative group V, and let K be the kernel of p. Then:
(i) The following are equivalent for r E G, setting U = [r] . H:
(a) I<12nHzK
(b) for some n, C E U, p is constant on ([n] . [t;]) n H,
(c) for every n, { E U, p is constant on ([n] . [Cl) n H, and
(d) one can define a class-function fl: U + V so that whenever
rl,  C E U and tlC  E 4 PW)  = h(r)  + 5(C)  holds.
(ii) If < satisfies any of the conditions in (i), 3 is provided by (d), and
v E V, then the function s,(r) = c(r) + v is also a class function on U
satisfying (d); and every class-function satisfying (d) is obtained in this way.
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(Notice that H, K, V are all R-groups, H, K are normal subgroups of G,
and v + u = 0 for u E V, by the previous remarks).
We apply Theorems 1, 2 with G = S, , H = Sz, K = alt, , V = Z, and p:
S: + Z, the parity homomorphism (p(B)  = 0 for B E alt, , p(8)  = 1 for 0 E
S:\alt,) to obtain a negative answer to (P3),  and a positive one to (P4) as
follows:
Let  Kl . b11 h ave dp. In particular, ([<I  . [r]) n S: f 0,  i.e., r =0 q.
Assume further ([r]  . [[I)  n S; # 0. Then, also, < +,  [.  By Theorem 1,
[<I . Ss = [v]  . S: = U say, and so [{I c  U, [v]  c  U, [t;] G U. By
Theorem 2, [r] . [q]  has distinct parity if and only if for any pair of COCs
X, Y 5 U, X.  Y has dp. Hence, [<I . [[I  must have dp. This answers (P3).
Let now W be a union of COCs  in S,,  where [<I . [q]  has dp for all
<, q E W. Thus, for r, q E W we have l-,, II,  and so by Theorem la
WG u= [<I.  s;, where < is any member of W. By Theorem 2(d) a class
function p  ^ defined on U exists as required for W in (P4). This answers (P4).
Let us put [<I,,  = [<I e Sz for c E S,. Thus, S, is partitioned by =,,  into
the equivalence classes [<lo, which in turn are partitioned by the conjugacy
relation into COCs.  We say that a permutation 5 its COC [c]  or its =,,-
equivalence class [cl0  has parity features (pf) if [r]‘n Sz c alt,. By
Theorem 2 we have:
THEOREM 2a. Let <E S,. Then:
(i) The following are equivalent for {:
(a) < has parity features, i.e., [<I * contains no odd permutation.
(b) For some q, 1; E It],,, [[I . [s] has distinct parity.
(c) For every q, [ E [&, [<I . [q] has distinct parity.
(d) A class function ~3:  [<lo  + Z, exists, such that p(&)  =
$0  i pi whenever 1;~  E S: .
(ii) If < has purity features, fi is provided by (d), and p’(r)  = j?(c) $  1,
then p’ is another class-function satisfying (d); and 3 and p’ are the only class-
functions satisfying (d).
COROLLARY. Let <, q E S,. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) [C] . [v] has distinct parity,
(b) C + q and I&, (=[q],,)  has parity features.
(PI) and (P2) are completely answered by this Corollary and Theorems 3
and 4 below.
A remark concerning the actual value p( [r] . [a])  is in order.’ Let
’  For WE S,  with dp we let p(w)  = 0 if W contains only even tinitary permutations and
p(w)  = 1  otherwise.
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K = alt, , < E S, and denote the =,-equivalence class of < by [r], . Since =K
relines Ed, we have [&E [(I,. Let u E Sz be any odd permutation. By
Theorem 1, by S: = K U UK and by [r] . UK = [to] . K we have
[<I,,  = [t] - S; = ([<I - K) U ([t]  . UK) = ([t] . K) u ([&I . K)
= [4K u [ToI,.
Hence, either [{I,,  splits into the two disjoint =,-equivalence classes [& and
[&I,  (in short, [<lo splits) or else [& = [&r],  = [<lo. It is easily checked,
that [<I,,  splits iff < has parity features, and whenever [r],,  = [v10  has parity
features, p([<]  . [q])  = 0 holds iff [& = [qlK.
(8) COCs  in the symmetric group stand in one-to-one correspondence
with types. By a type we mean any cardinal-valued function, defined on the
set of cardinals R\l’ = N U {Ho).  Given r E S, , we associate with it its type
t, where 5((n)  is by definition the cardinality of the set of t-orbits of
cardinality n (A r-orbit is a subset of A of the form {(“(a): m E Z };
obviously, its cardinality is at most &, , so belongs to N + .)  Clearly, every
type t is E for some permutation c.
Addition + and (partial) order < are defined for types in the natural way;
<E+ f>(n)  = T(n)  + m> (n E N + >,
t < tl iff 2%) < If(n) for all n E IN+.
As is well known, <, q E S, are conjugates in S, iff they have equal types:
[<I = [q]  iff f= q. Hence, class functions and class relations. in S,  are in
one-to-one correspondence to functions and relations on types, and these in
turn may be defined sometimes by explicit conditions, using cardinal
arithmetic and order. When this is done, we speak of arithmetization of the
corresponding class function or class relation. In the sequel we shall provide
arithmetization of the notions involved in the previous discussion. Let q(n)
denote the highest power of 2 dividing n. The permutations with parity
features are determined in
T HEOREM 3 . r has parity features if and only if
(1) <(No) = 1 and f(n)  < %for n < PC,,, or
(2) &(K,,) = 0 and q(k) = q(l) whenever t(k) > No  and f(Z) > Ho.
Notice that < satisfying (1) exists in S,  only if ]A ] = &, but < satisfying
(2) exists in S, for arbitrary A.
Droste and Gobel [8]  showed that if ]A ] = K,,  and &&,)  > 2, then
[Cl’ = S, . On the othr hand, [<I2  # S,  if < has parity features. It is tempting
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to guess, in view of Theorem 3, that the COCs  solving X2  = S, are those
moving IA ] points and lacking parity features. If (A ] > &, and c E S,  is
limited to be an involution, or IA ( = No  and < has no orbit of cardinality
other than 1, No, this is indeed the case [ 11, Corollary 2.5; 6, 3.21. This
guess fails, however, if ]A 1 = No  even for the involution class fixing and
moving infinitely many elements [ 10, 2.10; 111.  Counter examples exist also
for arbitrary infinite A ([(I’ contains no transposition if r(2)  = c(3) = IA /,
r(n)  = 0 for n # 2, 3). Thus the following is still open:
PROBLEM. Determine all f for which ]<I”  = S, .
Our next theorem arithmetizes the relations z~. First some more notation.
For a type t define I t ] by:
(cardinality of the domain).
We call t a finite3 type iff / t 1 < K,,  . Let T denote the class of all types, and
for each ordinal A let T,k be the set of types t with / t I < KA. Let t, s E T and
define:
t$sot=t,+r ands=s,+v  forsome torsOETA, rET.
t ; s CJ  t = t, + r and s = s,,  + r for some t,, s, E TA with
I&l = (sol,  t-E  T.
It is easily seen that &A , GA are equivalence relations on T for every
ordinal A, and gA refines A~.
THEOREM 4 . Let t, q E S,. Then:
(a) <s,,  q if and only if
(9  t!+  67
(ii) &&J > 0 or f+ q.
(b) for 1 > 0, ( zA v if and only if <AA ij,
By Corollary 2.3 of [ 111,  if < E S, is an involution with no fixed points
and q E S,  an involution with one fixed point, then every BE [r] . [v]  has
an infinite orbit, and so r=,  ‘1 fails. This shows that (ii) cannot be dropped
in (a).
3  Not to be confused with finitary  type; f is finitary  iff m(t) = c I < n n f(n) < K,,
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Notice for later reference that since f+, q implies &,) = rf(&),  (i) and
(ii) of part (a) are equivalent to
(0’  &J = If(EcJ,
(ii)’ &&,)  = 0 and ff,,  r; or &) > 0 and <+,  q.
B. PROOFOF  THEOREMS ONE AND Two (WHERE ANYR-GROUP WILL  Do)
We shall assume in this section that G is any R-group. For C,  rp E G we let
<” = o-‘@  denote the conjugate of c by o.  Let 1 the identity of G.
Proof of Theorem 1. It is easily checked that < =H 1; if and only if @Z and
[-‘H  are conjugate in G/H. But since G is an R-group, so is G/H, and so
c-‘H and t;H are conjugate in G/H. Thus c=H [ if and only if <H and &
are conjugate in G/H.
Theorem 1 follows.
Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove (i). Let 0 denote the neutral element
of v.
(a) + (b). Since R(e) = 0 for 0 E K, (a) implies (b).
(b) * (c). Let ‘lo,  &,  E U satisfy (b). That is, let p be constant on the
nonempty  set ( [vO] . [&,I)  n H. With no loss of generality, let B0 = qO&, E H,
and let u0 = p(k),,)  be the value taken by p on ([Q]  . [&,I)  n H. We shall
show that for any C, q E U, p is constant on ([a] . [ 61) n H. Let q, c E U be
given. Then there are (D,  w  E H and a, /I E G such that
r = wP9 C= @Y.
Assume further thy-8  = q[ E H. We need to show that if JJ,  S E G and G = qy,
‘;,idde;tisfy  8= Q+[ E H, then p(@ = p(8).
.
e = tlr = GU~C:W  = G~;~P~v/,
lg=  & qyp = ql;‘cpyg$//~ = ‘l;y~~ql)“lJ/~,
where (by xp = pf) CJJ’  = rp$,  q” = qyst6 and so [p’] = [(D”] = [q].
Since 8, q?,‘,  w, 8, o”, w” E H we have
81  = ?gg  E H, 8” = Tgycy  E H.
Hence, 8’,  8” E ([ rO]  . [ <,,I)  n H, so by assumption
p(e’)  = p(ey = u,.
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But
and so
e = e/p+,
p(e) = 0, + P(v’)  + P(V~ P(Q)  = uo + PCP”) + PW. (2)
Now cp, cp’,  (P” are conjugate in G, and so by (II), they are also conjugate in
H. Since V is commutative, p is constant on every conjugacy class of H.
Hence we have
P(V) = PW)  = PW’)
and similarly, p(v)  = p(ty”).  Inserting this in (2) we obtain
and so (c) holds.
(c) * (d). Assume (c), and we define fi on U = [r] . H satisfying (d). U
is partitioned into conjugacy-invariant sets [<I . [8],  0 E H, and b will take a
constant value on each such set. Define p^: iJ-+ V by the condition
m = p(e) if CE ItI . 14.
Since p is constant on [e], fi is well defined. Now let II,  C E CT and 0 = r]C  E: H.
We show p(6)  = @(r,r)  + g(c). Indeed, by q, C E U we have v = {‘e’, C = <“0”,
where <‘, [” E [<I and f?, 0” E H. Hence, J?(V)  =p(e’),  s(C) = p(&‘)  and
where 8= Pr” is conjugate with 8’.  Thus Y’Y” E U,  = [<I 2 n H. But by (c) p
is constant on U,  and by (I) 1 E U,. Hence, p(<‘t”)  = p(1) = 0. Thus, by
P(B) = Pm
p(e) = Pm t de7 = B(V) + a0
(d) =z- (a). Let fi be a class function satisfying (d). Since by (I) <-’  E [<I,
we have 1 = {r-’ E [<I2  n H, and so by (d) B(r)  t a(<-‘)  = p(1)  = 0. By
(d) again, for any <‘,  r” E [<I with <‘C” E H we have p(l’<“)  =  0, i.e.,
[t;]’  n H E ker(p) = K.
Let us prove (ii).
Let r satisfy one (equivalency, all) of the conditions (a)-(d). Let $ be
provided by (d), let u E V, and define p^, by J!,(V) = h(q) t U.  Since fi is a
class function on U=  [&j]  . H,  so is fi,. Let v,CE U  and 0=&E H. By
assumption,
iw + b(c) = pm
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Hence
as V is a commutative R-group, and so u = -u,  or u + u = 0. Thus, 8,.  also
satisfies (d).
Assume now that q: Cl+ V is any class function satisfying q(v) + q(c)  =
p(q<)  whenever r,rc  E H. Then q(v) + q(C) = J?(V) + J?(C),  or, by u = --u for
all u in V, we have
4(v) - a(v) = do - Iv3
whenever v, [E U and vc E H. If f, c are arbitrary elements in 17,  then
([ii]  . [fl) n H # 0 and so there are r,i  E [f],  <E [fl with ~6 E H, for which
(3) holds. But since p^, q are class functions, we have q(q) = q(f),
B(v) = 8(@,  s(C)  = q@, 80 = S<o. Thus,  (3) holds  for any t, q E U.
Letting u = q(r) - j(c) we conclude that q = fir,
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
C. PROOFS OF THEOREMS THREE AND FOUR
(SYMMETRIC GROUPS -FORGOTTEN LORE...)
We shall first establish Theorem 4 via a series of auxiliary results. We
develop some more notation. In this section, A denotes arbitrary set. Now,
((a)  denotes the value of 4 E S, at a E A, hence & is the permutation
obtained by acting first with q, then with l. We use [a, ,...,  a,,] and [ . . . . a-, ,
a,,  a, ,*.. ] to denote finite, and infinite cycles, respectively. Thus, for instance,
<= [..., a -1,a,,a,,... ] (where m baa, is one to one) is the permutation
c E S,  satisfying [(a,) = a,,,+ ,(m E Z), and c(a) = a, otherwise. n is the
length of the cycle [a, ,..., a,,]. A transposition is a cycle of length 2.
Recall that (a), = {(“(a):  m E Z } is called the C-orbit containing a. [E S,
partitions A into C-orbits, and any union of c-orbits is called a c-invariant set,
or in short, a c-set.  (Thus, every [-set is also [- ‘-set.) We write c = r + v if A
is partitioned into two c-subsets B, B’ and l= < ] B, q = [ ] B’. (Notice that
rEs,,  vES,,; thus + denotes a disjoint union here, if permutations are
considered sets of ordered pairs.) We notice that if [= < + v, then their types
satisfyC=r+~.Also,ifr=~+rl,r’=r’+q’,wherer,r’ES,,~,;,‘ES,,
and 17, q’ E S,,, then we have cc’  = rr’  + qq’.
Let M(8)  = {a: B(a) # a) denote the support of 8, and let m(0)  = IAI(S
Thus ~9 E Si if and only if m(0) < &; in particular, 6 is tinitary iff
m(@> < No.
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PROPOSITION 1. Let o = [b, c] and let c = or.  Let B, C be the (not
necessarily distinct) &j-orbits  satisfying b E B, c E C. Then every <-orbit other
than B, C is also a c-orbit,  and:
(1) rf B = C, then B is partitioned into two l-orbits, at most one of
which is infinite.
(2) If B # C and either B or C is finite, then B U C is a c-orbit.
(3) If B f C and B, C are infinite r-orbits, then B U C is partitioned
into two infinite c-orbits.
Proof: A straightforward verification. For (1) and (2) see e.g., [ 121,  and
for (3). Notice that if [ ..,,  b-, , b,,  b, ,...  1, [ . . . . c-,  , cO, c,  ,...  ] are cycles with
disjoint supports, then
[b,c][  . . . . b-,,b,b  ,,... ][...rc-l,c,c,,...]
= [ . . . . cd,, 6,  b ,,... ][ . . . . b-,, c, c, ,... 1. I (4)
PROPOSITION 2. Let r G,, r,~.  Then @4,,) = ?J(&) and [A,, q.
Proof. By Theorem la, q E [<I . Si and so q = O<’  for some conjugate <’
of c,  and 9 E S:. Now, Sz is generated by the transpositions, and so 0 is a
finite product of transpositions. Hence Proposition 2 follows from
Claim. If o is a transposition, [ = a& then
r= &Ko) and f+ts.
But this is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1. I
Let 4, rl E S,  and let 19 = &. Since the family of subsets of A which are both
{-sets  and q-sets is closed under intersection, there exist a smallest subset
B(& q) of A including M(B), which is both a c-set and an v-set. The
following simple lemma determining this set [ 11, Lemma A31 is extremely
useful.
LEMMA 3. Let c, q E S, and let 0 = &. Then:
B(t, rl) = U {(all: a E WQI = U t(a),: a E W@l.
PROPOSITION 4. Let t, q E S,, and let 8 = & E S:. If &,) = 0, then
&q.
Proof. Let M = M(B). Then M is a finite set, and since 5 has no infinite
orbit, B(& q) is also finite, being a union of finitely many r-orbits by
Lemma 3.
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Let B = B(C, q), B’ = A\B. Then B, B’ are both <-  and v-sets. Let to =
l] B, q0 = q ] B, l, = c) B’, q,  = q ] B’. Then obviously
r=ro+r,, so e=co+t,,
‘?=‘to+?l, so tf= ii0 + ii,,
r, =~;‘~ s o  E1=%,
co,  ‘lo E St?, so  I~oI=lsol=IBI  <No*
Thus
+j. I
Proof of Theorem 4(a). It follows from Propositions 2 and 4 that if
<co q, then (i_l) and (ii’) hold. Conversely, assume that (i’) and (ii’) hold.
Assume first <(No)  = 0. By (ii’) r Go tf; thus, we can write r= To t <, , q =
qotq,,  where ]&]=]qo]<Ko  and <i=q,. Let <,ES,,  c,ES,,.  Then
BUB’=A, BnB’=0 and IBI=l$j=l~oj  <No.
By IB  ( = ] ij,],  there is an ~6 E S,  with $, = ?jo. Let Q” = ~6 t r; ‘.  Then
q’ E S,, and ? = 2 t r;‘= rfo  t If1  = r& i.e., q’ E [q].  Also,
(where l,, E S,, denotes the identity of S,,).  Thus, ([(I  ’ [v])  n S’j  # 0, or
t=o rl.
Assume next that &Ho) > 0. Then by (ii’) <Go q. Thus we can write < =
<,tt,,  rl=vo+_vl,  where  Itol<Ko,  l~l~l<K~  and  &=a,.  Moreover,  by
<(No)  > 0 also &(s,)  > 0 and so we have c,  = [I  + <I’, where c(M,) = 1,
~(n)=0forn<~,.Let~~=~,+~~.Then~=~~+~~,~~~~=K,and~~isa
manic  permutation. Define qh by q; = rfo  t c. Then qh is a manic  type (i.e.,
a type of a manic  permutation). Let B be the countable subset of A on which
&jb  acts. Since [(A] + Si is the set of manic  permutations of B [ 12,
Theorem 2(a)], there is a tinitary permutation 8’ E S,  such that [ =
(;19’  E S,  satisfies [= z. Let B’ = A\B. Then 6”,  <A, c E S,, {I’  E S,, . Let
f?=& + I,,.  Then, 8E S:, and
Hence,
Thus, @ = q,  which shows that q E (<I . S: . Hence, by Theorem la, r =. q.
We leave to the reader the similar (and even simpler) proof of
Theorem 4(b).
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We establish now Theorem 3. Let P denote the collection of all types that
have parity features; that is, t E P iff for some A and some l E S, , [<I*  n
S: G alt, and t = c$.
PROPOSITION 5. EE P, 4 < < imply Q E P.
Proof Indeed, assume that [s]’  contains an odd permutation.  Since
ii< E we can write r= I$ + <,, where <,,  E S,  and &,  = f. By our
assumption there exists ri E S,  with c = d and &,(A = 0, where ~9 is an odd
permutation.
Let r’  = rb + <;‘. Then t<’  = 0+ I,, (where B’ =A\B) is an odd
permutation, lying in [c]  2. 1
PROPOSITION 6. Let <(NO)  > 2. Then r66 P.
proof: By Proposition 5 we may assume C&J  = 2, t(n) = 0 for n + No.
BY (4), at= CE [<I for some transposition u,  and so u = Q-’  E [r] 2. I
PROPOSITION 7. Let f(&)  > 1 and t(n) > No  for some n < No. Then
f&P.
Proof: By Proposition 5 we may assume that &(K,,)  = 1, r(n)  = EC, and
c(k) = 0 for k # n, EC,,,  Write r=<, + C,,  where to E S,  satisfies &,(&,) = 0
and (I E S,, satisfies <l(&)  = 1, r,(n) = 0 for n < K,,  (i.e., r, is a complete
cycle). By the identity
[a,,a,][  . . . . a-,,a,,a,,...]  = [a, ,...  ,a,-,][...,a_,,u,,a,+,,...]
there is a [E S,, with [(No) = c(n) = 1, c(k) = 0 for k z n, No, and a
transposition 0’ E S,  ,, such that o’<;’ = C, or u’ = &, . Thus, u = 1, + u’ is
a transposition in S, satisfying
--iwhere c’ = r; ’ + c E S, satisfies F = <; + c= to + 5 But by f(n)  = No  we
have to + r= to + r,.  Thus p= f or [r’] = [Cl. But u = (‘C,  and SO [r]’
contains a transposition. I
For any type t, let c(t) = EneN+ t(n). Thus, c(c) is the number of <-orbits.
PROPOSITION 8. Let &o) < 1 and c(c)  < No. Then [E P.
Proof: / []  < No  by c(c) < No. If ] c] < No, then CE P, as every finite type
is in P. If ] r]  = No, then by [(No)  < 1, c is a manic  type, and so (see [6,  121)
it has parity features, i.e., lies in P. m
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Consider a fixed type f, and define
Z(f) = {OE T: e< <and c(6) < &,J.
For BE Z(f) let e* denote the unique type satisfying
gg+g*
Obviously:
PROPOSITION 9. Let 8,) 8, E Z(f) and let 8: = @.  Then B,(n) = e,(n)
whenever t(n) < No.
Recall that IfI  denotes the cardinality of the set acted upon by <, i.e., IfI  =
IAl for <ES,.
Define an equivalence relation = on Z(t) by
0,  E e, 0 8: = 0; and l4l=l8,1.
PROPOSITION 10. Let 8 E [{I2  f~ $. Then there is a O-set B including
M(B)  and 8,) 8, E S,, such that 8,) e2  E Z(f), 0, = 8, and 0 I B = 419~.
Pro@ Let 8= &, where [= ii= 5 Let B = B(& q) as in Lemma 3. Let
B’=A\B,8,=rIB,82=tlIB,r,=r)B’,tl,=tlIB’.Thenr=8,+t;,,rl=
82 + tll, and by 0=[~=e18,+[,~,=8,8,+  l,,, we have 6IB-=6,8,.
c(k),),  ~(0,)  ( &, follows from t? E S; and Lemma 3, and so 8,)  8, E Z(r).
Also, &&6,+t;,,  f=fi=g2+t&, and c,=& by &=q;‘. It follows
that 0: = B,*, Finally, by 8,)  8, E S,  we have I @, ( = I g2 I. Hence, 0,  = g2. 1
(Notice that 1 B I < No  follows from 0,  E S,  and 0,  E Z(f)).)
PROPOSITION 11. Let f(&) = 1 and t(n) < EC,,  for n < K,, . Then fE P.
Proof: Let ,9 E [r]’  n S: , and let B, 19,, t2 be as in Proposition 10. By
Proposition 9 and fl, E 8,, we have 0,  = e2. Hence, 8 I B E [f?,]‘.  But
t?,(&)  < 1 and c(r3,)  < K,,  and so by Proposition 8, @, E P. Hence, 8 I B E Sg
is even, and as’ 0(a)  = a for a 6 % B, 19 E S,  is an even permutation. 1
For k E N let p(k) = 0 if k is even and p(k) = 1 if k is odd. For a tinitary
permutation 8 let ev(8)  = CnsN 8(2n)  denote the number of e-orbits  of even
cardinality. Then B is an even permutation iff ev(8) is an even integer, i.e.,
de> = devt@).
Also, ev(8, + 8,)  = ev(8,)  + ev(8,).  Hence, if 0, 8,)  19, E S, are tinitary, and
8= 8,8,,  then
A@) = A46 + g2>>.
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We call a pair (0,) 8,) of finite types an odd <-pair if f7,,  az E Z(t) n TO,
I!?,  z & and p(ev(8, + 8,))  = 1. Notice that if G$(&,) = 0, then Z(f) c  TO.
PROPOSITION 12. Let &,) = 0. Then f&  P iff there exists an odd 5
pair.
Proof. Assume that f@  P. Then r lacks parity features. Let 8 E [<I* n S:
be an odd permutation. Let B, f?,,  d2 be as provided by Proposition 10. Then
8,, &EZ(<) and \$,I=18zl=IBI  <No, as &&J=O.  Since 8jB=8,0,  and
M(B) E B, 8 ] B is an odd permutation. But p(8 ] B) = p(ev(8, + g2)) and so
(L?,  , fi2) is an odd z-pair.
Conversely, if there exists an odd cpair, then obviously [<I*  contains an
odd permutation. I
By a minimal odd &pair we mean odd &pair (8,,  I?*), where ( 0,  ] takes the
smallest possible value.
For arbitrary type c,  let
supp(f)  = (n E N + : &z) > O}
Supp(Q  = (n E N + : <(n> > Ko).
PROPOSITION 13. Let (8,) g2) be a minimal odd t-pair.  Then supp(8,)  n
supp(8,)  = 0.
Proof: Let n E supp(8,)  n supp(8,)  and assume, say, gl(n) < e,(n).
Define t;, & by e(k) = 8,(k) for k # n, i= 1,2  and R(n)  = 0, &5(n)  =
8,(n)  - B,(n),  it is easily checked that (&,  0;)  is also an odd &pair, and that
I @  ( = IO,\  - no,(n) < 10,  I, contradicting the minimality of (0,)  0,). 1
PROPOSITION 14. Let (0,) 8,) be a minimal odd t-pair.  Then supp(Z?,) U
suPP(&)csuPP(o.
Proof. Let n E supp(8,)  u supp(8,).  If r(n) < Ko, then e,(n) = e,(n),  by
8,  E I$&  and Proposition 9. But then n E supp(8,)  n supp(fZ,), contradicting
Proposition 13. I
Let K be a set of positive integers. We shall say that K is odd if and only
if there are n, < n, < . . . < n, in K, and m, ,...,  m,  E Z so that
(1) nlm, + . . . + n,m,=O,
( 2 )  p((n,+l)m,+~~~+(n,+l)m,)=l.
((2) means that C (mi: ni is an even integer} is an odd integer.)
PROPOSITION 15. Let ?&J  = 0. Then ~G?z  P if and only if Supp(c)  is
odd.
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Proof (1) Assume that c65  P, By Proposition 12, there is an odd c-
pair, so let (e,, #*)  be a minimal one. Let F = supp(#,),  G = supp(8,).  Then
by Proposition 13, Fn G = 0 and -by  Proposition 14, -F U G C Supp(f).
Also, IF,  1 - lc$ = 0 gives (JJncF 13,(n)  . n) + CkcC (-B,(k)) . k =_O and
since (19,) 8J  is an odd pair, p(ev(8,)  - ev(&))  = 1, or p(CZneF  8(2n)  +
CZksG (-8(2k)))  = 1. Thus Supp(<)  is an odd set.
(2) Conversely, let n,  ,...,  n, E Supp(t)  have m, ,...,  m,  E Z so that
rlf*n*  + *** + m,n,= 0 and C {mi: ni is even} is odd. Then defining
Bi(n,)  = mi  when mi  > 0, oz(ni) = -m,  if mi  < 0 we obtain an odd r-pair
(0,)  OJ, and so f@  P. 1
Recall that for arbitrary integer n, q(n) denote the largest power of 2
dividing n.
PROPOSITION 16. Let K be a set of positive integers. Then the following
are equivalent of K:
(a) K is odd,
(b) for some k, 1 E K, q(k) # q(f).
Proof: (a)* (b): Negate (b), and let n, ,...,  n,E  K, m ,,...,  m,  E Z
satisfy (1). We shall show that m = C {mi: n,  is even} is an even integer, i.e.,
(2) does not hold. Indeed, by assumption we have n,  = 2kn;,  where nl is an
odd integer, i = l,..., r.Ifk=O,thenm=O.Otherwise,m=m,+~~~+m,is
even, as m,n;  + ... + m,n;  = 0.
(b)* (a). Let k, IE K saisfy k= 2”(2r  + l), I=  2”(2s + l), where 0 <
u ( v, say v = u + w, w > 0. Let m = 2” . (2s + l), m’ = -(2r + 1). Then
and m(k+ i)+m’(l+  1)=2”(2s+ l).(k+ 1)-(2r+  l)Z-2r- 1 is an
odd integer, since w > 0 and I is even. Thus, k, I E K with m, m’ E Z satisfy
(I), (2) and K is odd. 1
Theorem 3 follows from Propositions 6, 7, 11, 15, 16.
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